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The preparation of membrane electrode assemblies requires optimization of a number of interfaces prepared from catalyst inks, modified gas diffusion layers and the polymer membrane electrolyte. The application of design of experiments optimization of these interfaces requires high throughput membrane electrode assembly evaluation instrumentation. NuVant Systems Inc. has developed array fuel cells for both liquid and gas fed membrane electrode assemblies. The essence of the array fuel cell is a segmented array fuel cell electrode on one face of the Nafion membrane opposite a large counter/reference electrode. Standard MEA preparative methods are used. Key issues in the development of such instrumentation are uniform flow and a method to correct for depletion of reactants in the array flow field. Uniform flow is addressed by establishing a pressure drop at the inlet of an array flow field. Reactant depletion is addressed by a fuel cell array row switching mechanism.

In addition to the screening of catalysts, the array fuel cell is ideal for evaluating MEA preparative methods. Array data will be presented that shows current response surfaces that quantitatively show that although increased loading increases the current density (up to a limit) the utilization of the catalysts is compromised. Other applications of array fuel cells will be discussed.